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Introduction

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to provide
teachers. administrators. students. and parents
with samples of students performances that
exemplify standards in relation to the 1994
Grade 3 Mathematics Performance-based
Assessment PBA) Tasks. The commentaries
that accompany the samples highlight selected
features of the students responses and show
how scoring criteria relate to students work.

Mathematics Assessment in 1994

The Grade 3 Mathematics assessment in 1994
collected information and reported on a range
of learning expectations. Three instruments
were used to collect information: the
achievement test. teacher and.student
questionnaires. and performance-based
assessment tasks. The performance-hased
assessment component is the specifie focus of
this booklet.

Selection of Samples

The samples of students work selected for
this booklet were used for training markers
during the July 1994 marking session of the
performance-based assessment. As such.
these examples generally illustrate the quality
of students work at each of three le\ els:
Does Not Meet the Acceptable Standard.
Meets the Acceptable Standard. and Meets the
Standard of Excellence.

Cmtfirming Standards

The initial work of confirming the standards
that would go\ ern the scoring of student
performances was undertaken hy a group of
experienced (irade 3 Mathematics teacher. on
June 25 and 26. 1994. Their task w as to reJd
a large enough sample of student responses to
select those that exemplified the different
lock of pertormance. At the same nine.
these teachers prepared speeifie notes tor use

during the marking session. The Holistic
Scoring Criteria are given in Append'x A.

These teachers later sened as group leaders
during the marking session. They used the
selected examples to set the scoring guidelines
and to train teachers for the.marking session.

Marking

Teachers were selected kw marking on the
recommendation of their superintendents. All
markers were teaching Grade 3 Mathematics
in the same school year that the performance-
based assessment was administered and had
done so for at least two ears.

Nlarkers follow ed the agreed-Upon standards
when scoring student responses. The overall
results are given in Appendix B.

General Description of the
Performance-based

Assessment
As part of Alberta Education's broadened
assessment initiatives. a sample of 693 Grade
3 students from across the province
participated in the Nlathematics Performance-
based Aswssment. 1994. The aetivit -based
assessment. using picture books and
manipulativ es, w as developed hv Grade 3
teachers to assess a broad range if skills not
easil measured using multiple-choice tests.
The problem-solving and writing aetivities
were designed to obtain valuable information
ahout how students applv their know ledge in
mathematies w hen sok ing real-life problems.

Background

The PRA acti ities etc designed to
complement the multiple-choice component of
the Grade 3 Mathematics Achic \ einem Test.
w Inch identifies students know ledge. skills.
and Prohlen1-`ohing abilities hut ro cid`
nothMg of the strategies students use.
Because a single tet stiii' liies 101 1/1 \ lull

6



picture of what students know and are able to
do. opportunity was Oxen for them to respond
in different settings and different wa) s using
mathematical reasoning. Open-ended
questions allow responses that pros ide
evidence of dif ferent levels of achicxement.

There are usually many approaches to sok ing
problems. The open-endedness of the
problems included in the PRA prox ided
students xx ith an opportunik to think for
themselves and to express their mathematical
id:as in a variety of wax s. Eaeh ac:i\ itx
ealled for students to construct their ow n
responses and to demonstrate the depth of
their understanding of mathematical concepts.
From an assessment point of iew. open-
ended questions enable teachers to .ee
sttklents thinking.

.According to the National ('onned it Teachers
of Nlathematics ( I 993 ). assessing
mathematical power goes heond measuring
how mud) information children poy,ess to
include their xx illingness to us:. akpk. and
eommunicate that information. Thc dcmand is
that ehildren not onk know mathernaties hut
that the he able to use math in the changeable
v. orld of their future. \lath IMIst he seen as
more than a sct of facts and skills to be
memoriied and applied. It must he seen 'as
communieation and reaso .ng.

Oral and writtcn language plas an important
role in dex eloping mathematics. Children
make sense of their world through
eommunication \\ ith other people. Writing
and talking about then thinking allow s them
an opportunik to rehearse and internali/e their
mathematical experiences. 'Written
communication ean he a \ aluable tool in
helping children moxe hex ond mere
performance toward deeper understanding.
Communication should not. howeer. he
limited to that of a \\ ritten nature.
Communication md\ ako he pietorial. spoken.
or dramatie and max as suen, ke equalk
useful for ehildren tiu dex clop then.
mathematical thinking. FkIr assessillent
purposes. COMMUInCiltion Can ;II\ teachers
insight into w hat students know and are able
to 1111,

t'llinlatek. the purpose of assessment is
multi-faceted. Understanding students'
mathematical thinking. diagnosing students'
needs. and monitoring grow th ana
achievement give teachers an opportiltlit to
improve programs. Assessment can he a
prime learning opportunit for hoth students
and teachers.

Administration

The assessment was administered to whole
class groups in regular classroom settings ith
both the classroom teacher and Zln
administrator from the Student Exaluation
13ranch present. Students were asked to read a
hook in a paired-reading situation and then
independentl sok e three prohlems related to
the context of the hook. Thex xx,.2re
encouraged to use whiehexer manipulatics
and other materials the\ needed to help them
sok c the problems. Thev w ere also asked to
reflect on their strategies and answers in the
test booklet. Students were gix en as much
time as was needed to eomplete the
a.sessinent.

Problems Used

Three prohlems were dex Chuped for Use in
PRA. in addition to an initial warm-up
question. A arick of picture hooks were
axailahle for student use. The test booklet
aceompan ing each picture hook L.ontained
the same basic problem format. The three
prohlems allowed for students to operate in all
three modes of learning (conerete. pictorial.
and sx mbolic t.

'the tirst prohlem required students to estimate
and then erif.x the estimate using standard
and/or non-standard measuring instruments.
This prohlem v. as primarik designed to
ealuate learnings in the Measurement. and
)perations and Properties component. ol

Grade 3 Nlathematies. The accuracx ot the
initial estimation \\ as mit specificalk
ex aluated. A xarietx ol es \\ CR!
made axailahle to the students. Bingo chips
the cxact si/e of the object presented m the



probk.in \\ ere ineluded as part of the
materials.

ariety of prohlem-solving strategies was
anticipated. These included check.
interpreting a picture. using manipulati \ es.
using a diagram. \\ riting a number sentence.
counting. and performing necessarv
operations. As part of the I.00king Rack stage
of pniblem soh ing. students \\ere evected to
explain their solution. A basic f ramework \\ as
pro\ ided to gi \c students a starting point in
the communication of their problem-sol \ ing
strateg>. It w as not expected that students fill
the entire ho\ made available nor \\ as it
required that thex use e\ erv hox pro\ ided.
The use of diagrams or \\ riting \\ as considered
an acceptable form of communication.

The second problem \\ as designed to assess
students abilitx to r .cogni/e z.ddition and
multiplication sitUalutils and tt determine a
strategx to sok e the prohlem presented. It

\\ as expected that students might look for and
continue patterns. w rite and sok e a number

sentence. choose the appropriate opL.-Jiion and
compute. or Ilse 1111111hers or \\ ords to ..iescribe
a inathematical activity. They could use
manipulative,. create mathematical s\
or draw pictures to solve the prohlem.
Swdents were asked to communicate w hat
they had done to solve the problem.

The third pmblem was designed to allow
students to demonstrate their ahilit to sort
objects using self-generated criteria and to
construct a pictograph. It was anticipated that
students would use some or all of the
following prohleffl-solving strategies:
interpret a picture. identify what was w anted
and gi \ en. identifx criteria for sorting. Use
manipulatives to show a solution. collect dlta.
and Use data to construct a graph. To x.sess
the Looking Rack stage of problem sol \
students were asked to explain how the\
classified the objects. Communication in a
\ arietv of forms was considered acceptable
pro\ ided it was able to he interpreted \\ ithin
the context of the problem.



Samples of Students' Performance

Problem 1: Estimation

Sample A

Estimation problem from Alexander, Who Used To lk Rich Last Sundax.
This solution was scored as "meets standard of excellence.-

his response shows an understanding of the need to use consistent and appripriately sited
markers, and the need to cover the area indicated by the problem. The e \planation is v ery !c.ear.y
presented in a pictorial form indicating the use of an array to cover the rectangular base.
Communication in the form of a diagram indicates an ability to apply the concept of
multiplicatim to a problem situation.

I estimate that

bottom of the box.

gum balls this size will cover the1110

Check your estimate. Show your work.

kI found out that -- u,um balls will cove! buttom of the box.

4



What did you do to solve the gum ball problem? You may use
words or pictures to explain.

2.

a

4.

Next Cw'vO4pc:+c,it 0 0 0
jd e a coo

Filially

i0



Sample B

Estimation problem from Each ()mug(' Had S
his solution was scored as 'meets standard of excellence.-

A cleat understanding of the need to cover the rectangular base with a Lansisteml\ -sited marker
is shown. The strategy used results in an array. without drawing each and every bingo chip onto
the base. The abilit to mark a row of chips alon ;.?. the top and a row of air, along the side and
to develop a multiplication sentence demonstrates an advanced level of ffiathematical thinking.
The strategy used to make the estimate and then verift it is described in concise, mathematical
language. leaving no unanswered questions as to what the plan w as or how it was carried out.
The answer is plausible and falls within the acceptable range for this problem.

I estimate that I CI oranges this size

bottom of the box.

Check your estimate. Show your work.

will cover the

I found out that _IL_ oranges will cover the bottom of the hox.
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What did you do to solve the orange problem? You may use words
or pictures to explain.

Next r (xi ..ric)%e )0,.y
s'soke, CA s 91 a ,p 4; c,k (.4.) ."'e- 0 nel
QOSs1t ck -k..ne -same co' rty cAown



Sample C

Estimation problem from Ale.vander, Who Used To Be RU.h Last Sunday.
This solution was scored as "meets acceptable standard."

There is evidence that the need to cover the rectangular base with consistently sized markers was
understood. Although a diagram is not used, the explanation is clear enough to make the
inference that the entire base was covered with markers the size of the gum balls. It is likely that
cc....aing was used to determine the number of gum balls required to cover the bottom of the box.
The answer falls within an acceptable range consistent given the procedure described. The
explanation is acceptahl,..: and clearly describes the actions taken.

I esumate that 19

bottom of the box.

gum balls this size will cover the4111

Check your estimate. Show your: work.

I found OItt th:it i gum balls will cover the bottom 01 the box.



What did you do to solve the gum ball problem? You may Ise
words or pictures to explain.

First / e5firvis Ofed )10W rvlUCA

Gum baPS would cover tI4e boftombox.

2. Then Z T e p
fina 0,41- ctiAcd- IiL wcts

a

4.

Next fousid Oa"' e4.11/e4

,
Do 4c,,7 oh e

cirl P 11 1

Finally Them
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7Stee,01
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15-1-
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Sample I)

Estimation problem from Alexander, Who I To Be Rich Las" Sunday.
This solution was scored as "meets acceptable standard.-

The response shows an understanding of the need to cover the base v ith consistently sited
markers. as can he seen in the diagram. Visible markings were used. and the site of the shape is
consistent. It is likely that the provided bingo chips were used. judging from the consistency of
the drawing. Markers were placed on the rectangular base in an array. The markers were
counted to arrive at the answer. The answer falls within the acceptable range. Presentation of
the diagram clearly shows evidence of a plan. The e \ planation lacks detail and is \cry basic.
rekuing to the e ternal actions taken to solve me problem.

I estimate that 14 gum halls this size will cover the

bottom of the hox.

Cheek your estimate. Show your work.

/ / / / / /

I found out that Qum balls will cover the hottom ot the box.



What did you do to solve the gum ball problem? You may use
words or pictures to explain.

ebilAg fccfl cui

2 Then



Sample E

Estimation problem from Moira's Birtlulay.
This solution was scored as "does not meet acceptable standard.-

In this example. an attempt was made to solve the problem and the word "cover- appears to be
understood. However, the meaning of "this size- marker was not understood, because the si/e of
the covering shape is inconsistent. It appears that the circles were drawn freehand. without using
any kind of marker. A second attempt at an appropriate strategy was made thy using a ruler to
measure the sides). as indicated in the explanation. Evidence of this strategy appears around the
perimeter of the rectangular base. Neither the work shown nor the explanation provide a
connection between the use of the ruler and the use of the drawn circles, further indicating onk
partial understanding of the task. Finally. an answer is arrived at hy counting. hut it k not
plausible given the demands of the problem.

lo

I estimate that 29 slices of pepperoni this size

cover the pizza.

Check your estimate. Show your work.

I zi

will

11/
lolivai /nu tirit 56 slices of pepperoni will cover the pi/3.a.

I '2



What did you do to solve the pepperoni problem? You may use

words or pictures to explain.

2.

First
foolt my ruler-

Then
Pneasl4rta.

Sroles

a Next Ma n
pepron

4- I Finally

urrieci try ce rcies



Problem 2: Recipe

Sample A

Best Chocolate Cake

2 Or flour
2 ..-- baking soda
3 .=.0* butter
1 IV sugar
3 1110/ chocolate
2 eggs
1 pip milk

Makes 1 cake

The baker needs to make two birthday cakes. How would he do it?

*flour
4 Grbakinasocict

661.Theliter
ZUsu3ar
6 e0Olocolale

10

1 mdk

y eycrs 4WO 11- cOrne 0(.? Ii ke

1 4

Recipe problem from Moira's Birthday.
This solution was scored as "meets standard of excellence."

The problem was understood and a workable strategy was selected. The plan was successfully
carried out, with accurate doubling of the ingredients and all the ingredients listed. The use of
multiplication is communicated in the final statement. The ability to explain how the solution
was arrived at indicates a clear and logical approach to the solution of the problem.



Sample B

Recipe problem from bid/ Orange Had S Slices,
This solution was scored as "meets acceptable standard,-

C earl , understanding of the need to double the recipe is evklent. The plan 1 as obviousl to
double the recipe. hut it is limited to the statement and does not indicate the mathematical
computation of that procedure. The answer is acceptable. hut the communication offered does
not provide specific information about whether or not the student was actually able to perform
the operation necessary to carr out the plan,

Orange Drink

4110

How would you do it?

aa\ps\frA\ CArit\A/(4*;

3 Or orange juice
2 7 milk
2 IP water
1 MP sugar
2 vanilla
2 trays ice cubes

Makes 6 drinks

You are having a paity and you need to make 12 orange drinks.



Sample C

Recipe problem from Moira's Birthday.
This solution was scored as "meets acceptable standard."

An understanding of the need to increase the amount of the recipe is clear. The recipe is re-
written, showing each ingredient correctly doubled. No ingredients are left out and no
computational errors are made. The communication is limited to a rewriting of the recipe with
doubled ingredients and does not include any information about the strategy used.

..-

.............
Best Chocolate Cake

2 IV flour
2 .."-- baking soda
3 cc' butter
1 gs' sugar
3 MP chocolate
2 eggs
1 ap nffik 0

0
Makes 1 cake

The baker needs to make two birthday cakes. How would he do it? 0

+ flour
q bak(OgsocIA
6 butkr
a sueor ..
6 cbocolate
4 eggs

a rridA

1 6
'( I 5

0
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Sample D

Recipe problem from Pancakes for Breakfast.
This solution was scored as "does not meet acceptable standard."

An understanding of the need to increase the amount of the ingredients in the recipe is shown.
The number "2" is circled in an attempt to identify given information. However, understanding
the need to double the recipe is not evident. The numerical values in the recipe have been
increased consistently by one, indicating evidence of some kind of plan. The solution, although
related to the recipe and consistent with the plan, would not result in a doubling of the recipe.

Pancake Batter

2 OP flour
2 baking powder
3 ce-- butter
3 =le sugar
1 salt
3 eggs
2 IIP milk

Makes 1 dozen pancakes

You need to makegdozen pancakes. How would you do it?

3 cvf.5 f linxr
3 ft 0,5r o n5' 6 cdt 1

f p 0.. 5 two ?If b ekkt"

it4 fee\ 0 A9 a. r-
2- 41)1k5e00 fus 5.1+

L039;



Problem 3: Pictograph

Sample A

Graph prohlem from Alexander, Who L'Aed To 1k Rich 1A,st Struchey.
hk solution was scored as "meets standard of excellence.-

The problem was analyied and readil understood hy the student. The graph and written
\ planation provide evidence of the completeness of the student's understanding of the task. The

tudent used all pictures and sorted them into mutually exclusive categories (that is. items from
one group could not also he placed in another group). he explanation given shows clear, logical
thought regarding the sorting of the items bv their common attributes, and is detailed. leaving
little douht as to what the student was thinking. The student carried out the plan hy placing all
pictures on the ,zraph from bottom to top. leaving no spaces and pro\ iding general categor titles.

Cut out all of the things that Alexander wanted. Cut along the
lines.

Sort them into 3 GROUPS on your desk.

Explain how you sorted the thkigs Alexander wanted.
"caves ond drocolctfe,

%cup,us e t. j kArN 4ocr:34

tcrAns cvdI ?LA.

be...must ffn can 61'9% ve,

and 4-he,ythk *it vAlOe Tck K ;e1

bait. eoseth beccat Yot4 ccte)

44% 3heiNn elf1 vox..0.440/i6n-

ko.r.S

lS
C, ti



Glue your groups to make a pictograph.

Label and title the pictograph.

P/ChIrt.
Title of Your ph

irjr:4 ; c;tAnyl._66

4;15 Labels



Sample B

Graph problem ite Shopping Basket.
Ths solution was s as "rr..;:ts. standard of excellence.-

T response demonstrates a clear understanding of the task. Foods are sorted into categories
th . are mutually exclusive. The plan is carried out using all pictures and placing them on the
graph with consistent, spacing. Labels given to the categories are general and appropriate
accot -rig to food groups. The sorting proc :dure is broad and reflects more than a personal
preferk. sorting rule. The explanation is basic but clear, stating the plan to sort the foods into
food groups.

Cut out all the foods shown below. Cut along the lines.

Sort them into 3 GROUPS on your desk.

Explain how you sorted the food.

8011°4+LeANA tvl-Poosi orofs

2()



Glue your groups to make a pictograph.

Label and title the pictograph.

+he fSPA
i e os sour G6ract4114

rd hi* rfif titoir
Labels

2 1



Sample C

Graph problem from One Watermelon Seed.
This solution was scored as "meets acceptable standard.-

Understanding of the task Was demonstrated in this response by sorting the items int() three
groups and providing labels for each group. The sorting is based on personal food preferences--
an appropriate sorting method. However, the categories are not mutually exclusive: for
example. the peppers could have gone into either the -vegetables- group or the -don't eat-
group. All pictures hav..! been used and were attached to the graph from the top down as the plan
Was carried out. Although a top-down laycut is not conventional graphing. it is considered
acceptable for this level. communication of the procedures used includes a simple
e \planation of how the foods wei e sorted. almost a restatement of' the category names.

Cut out all the garden foods shown below. Cut along the lines.

Sort them into 3 GROUPS on your desk.

Explain how you sorted the garden foods.

bat
pao-6 xvrtA,

1



Glue your groups to make a pictograph.

Label and title the pictograph.

Title of Your 9rauh

Labels

13



Sample D

Graph problem from Alexander. Who Used To Be Rich Last Sunday.
This solution was scored as "meets acceptable standard.-

The graph is clearly and accurately constructed. The groups are given general and mutually
exclusive category labels, providing evidence of the student's understanding of the task. The
categories are based on a wider classification system than personal preferences. All pictures
have been used and were attached to the graph from bottom to top, with consistent spacing as the
plan was carried out. The communication of the procedures used to solve the problem is a
restatement of the graph categories.

Cut out all of the things that Alexander wanted. Cut along the
lines.

Sort them into 3 GROUPS on your desk.

Explain how you sorted the things Alexander wanted.

50 me ii)ein 9 +0 eth
5ome+bl af-afrelokles

1014-con 47cikitirot*

24



Glue your groups to make a pictograph.

Label and title the pictograph.

Title of Your Graph

is

c>4 "An felIki.140

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Sample E

Graph problem from The Shopping Basket.
This solution was scored as "does not meet acceptable standard."

This response does not show an understanding of the task, nor an ability to sort the food into
three distinct gilups with commonalities. Tht items are sorted into pairs or groups of similar
foods distributeG equally among the three columns. The titles appear to be a count of items in
each group rather 'han a graph-appropriate descriptive label, further indicating a lack of
understanding of thc. problem. The explanation accompanying the problem does not help to
indicate an understanding of the task.

Cut out all the foods shown below. Cut along the lines.

Sort them into 3 GROUPS on your desk.

Explain how you sorted the food.

too IN coot\ cknA 0,1eAti (At

voAr est than .

26



Glue your groups to make a pictograph.

Label and title the pictograph.

DIC afvoei k_rokyitje2E_.yourGra h

YQIAP 6 ItilLE- 1/:°"2-aLab ls

27
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Appendix A

Understanding
the Problem

Developing a
Plan

Grade 3 Mathematics Holistic Scoring Criteria

3 2
Analyzed and
readily understood task
the task

Understood the

Showed explicit
evidence of a plan

1

Part lolly Totally
understood the task misunderstood the

task

Showed some Showed little Showed no
evidence of a plan evidence of a plan evidence of a plan

Carrying Out the 1:sed an ef f icient Lsed a workable
Plan and workable strategy

strategy

Looking Back Communicated the
processes needed to
solve the problem in

clear and logical
manner

Communicated
basic procedures
used to solve the
problem

used an
appropriate
strategy some of
the time

Communicated an
answer that was
unclear or had little
or no connection to
the problem

"4

lsed an
inappropriate .

unworkable
strategy

Did not
communicate an
answer to the
problem



Appendix B

Percentage of Students at Each Level

These pro\ incial results shm\ the peNentage of students demonstratiml the different le \ ei 1

pCrI01111aI1L'e on the total assessment.

Student Achioement

Students AL'hio ing the Standard of FAcellence

Students ;\chieving A1/4:ceptahle Standard Hut Not the
Standard of F; \ccnence

Students Not Yet Achieving, Acceptahle Standard

111

Percentage

4.6

67.1

28.3


